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The Brotherhood



When a prison gang puts out a contract on a Sing Sing corrections officer and his family, assigning the job to a newly released ex-con, the terrified officer pleads preemptive self-defense after he's brought to trial for the parolee's murder. As the trial proceeds, the gang attempts to affect the outcome of the case by sending a death threat to the presiding judge, who refuses to be intimidated. Shortly after the conclusion of the trial, McCoy discovers that the defendant's fears about the power and the reach of the gang were well-placed.
Quest roles:
Elisabeth Rohm(Serena Southerlyn), Leslie Hendrix(Elizabeth Rodgers), Giancarlo Esposito(Defense Attorney Rodney Fallon), Gary Basaraba(Officer John Patrick Worley), Daniel Von Bargen(Supt. Cooper), Chuck Ardezzone(Frank Sweeny), Eddie Marrero(Clerk), Candice Bergen(Judge Amanda Anderlee), Vincent Laresca(Feo Ruiz), Chance Kelly(Kyle Marsden), Selenis Leyva(Rona Henderson), Stephen Beach(Prelutsky), Matt Landers(Mark Lee), Alyssa Bresnahan(Moira Stuber), Mark Kenneth Smaltz(William Koehler), Laurie Williams(Paula Turco), Cornell Womack(Parole Officer), Christopher Shand(Sean Worley), Lisa Barnes(Dina Worley), Stephanie Kurtzuba(Janet), Mark Kachersky(Garage Owner), Marco Verna(Vince Riley), Brud Fogarty(Officer Mons), Frank Bello(Jimmy the Rocker), Gabe Doran(Corrections Officer), Ellen Barber(Jury Foreperson), Richard Hirschfeld(Assistant M.E. Brody), Kevin Scullin(Clerk)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
29 September 2004, 22:00
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